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- The first candidate website was built for CA Senator Diane Feinstein’s re-election campaign in 1994.
- During the 1996 presidential campaign, both major party candidates developed websites.
- During 1998 senate election, more than 1/2 of candidates had websites for their campaign; 35% of House candidates did.
- By 2000 election, candidate websites were common tool of presidential, congressional, and gubernatorial campaigns.
  - Inform voters about candidate; volunteering opportunities; fundraising.
  - Contain: Candidate biography, issue statements – they don’t usually cover every issue, contact information, schedule.
  - Photos, short videos, now: campaign ads.
- Back then though, websites were more like brochures: talking points, rarely updated, not dynamic.
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- Microtargeting – Fueled by advances in communication and database technology, campaigns can now target certain voters (groups) with specific information – beyond party, gender, to include items such as race/ethnicity, neighborhood characteristics, Census information, magazine subscriptions, and other consumer data.

- The point is to appeal to voters on very specific issues that the individual voter is likely to hold important.

- Think about it, if you get a flier in the mail about college loans/repayment are you more likely to pay attention to it than something about social security? Probably.

- Campaigns construct data profiles of supporters and swing voters based on: where people live, their occupation, purchasing behavior, credit scores, search patterns and history (make sure to turn on incognito!), etc.

- Specific campaign ads are displayed to Facebook users based on their self-reported political views/content of recent posts.

- Believed marketing companies have profiles (based on average of 1500 pieces of data) for about 96% of Americans!
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- Social media enables voters to communicate directly with campaigns and gain more control over their experiences.
- Initially communication was somewhat slow (by today’s standards). Voter emails campaign staff, then later, staff emails back.
- Candidates were worried about too much interactivity with voters online for fear of losing their “message.”
- Now, via Twitter, Google Hangouts, etc., voters communicate in real time with campaign staff; this has become the norm.
- Supporters often become friends with other supports, developing a growing network.
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Modern campaigns sustain a level of engagement with voters for months (even years) prior to Election Day.

About inviting people to a campaign, letting them set the tone, and sustaining a connection over time.

Accomplished through series of incremental steps:

1. People connect/“like” your cause
2. Comment on your cause
3. Become active in online activities
4. Become active in offline activities
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- Dean was initially a long-shot for 2004 Democratic nomination, but through strategic campaign decisions became frontrunner
- Embraced blogging as a way to get supporters involved in day-to-day happenings of campaign
- Campaign’s “Blog for America” updated daily by staff members
  - Other campaigns were not doing this at the time
  - Posts concerning campaign events, Dean’s response to campaign topics, links to news stories about campaign
  - These are all things that are done today, sort of common-sense things. All started with Dean campaign
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- Dean campaign website used features from Meetup.com – website where members form around common interests and can plan to meet up for various activities
- Campaign used this infrastructure of Meetup to connect supporters and facilitate discussions – online and off
- You could enter your zipcode and see what was going on close by
- This linked individual supporters together created a deeper connection among supporters and campaign – now people had a greater investment in how Dean did
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- The Dean blog and Meetup illustrate effectiveness of networks – taking advantage of offline and online networks, combined with digital technology, to circulate messages and organize events.

- Dean campaign altered structures of donations. Campaigns used to organize elaborate fundraisers (e.g., dinners, coffees) that targeted a few, large donations. – Dean campaign largely changed this.

- Resulting in change of composition of campaign donations – large sums of money raised from small donations of a lot of supporters – so more democratic.

- While Dean lost, other campaigns adopted his techniques, resulting in new organizational and communication structures.
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